Miscellaneous
Policy of Ford Motor Company in Special Advances to Vendors for Equipment, plant re-arrangement, etc. (1-30-1950)
Re-arrangement of present machinery and equipment and acquisition of new equipment for the Pressed Steel Plant 5-16-1950
Indirect labor weekly analysis report (11-4-1949 - 1-27-1950)
Engine-Foundry Staff addresses
Iron and Steel Price increases (12-7-1950)
Profit budget data
Data relative to assets employed: Power Plant
Detail showing proposed profit position - P & A Motor Plant
Plant Utilization studies
Return on assets to be employed in 1952 (8-7-1950)
Motor program analysis
Determinations required in computing profit objectives, A.M.O.
Procedure for calculating assets employed
Computing profit objectives
Distribution of A.M.O. 1949 cost of sales by car line
Recommended changes in accounting procedure resulting from the establishment of profit centers (3-8-1950)
Sales forecast (At official standard volume approved Feb. 10, 1950, A.M.O.)
Financial data required for industry break down, A.M.O. profit centers
Financial information on Murray Corporation of America-Frame Division, 1949
Sales forecasts
Limitation of parts used in computation of practical plant capacities
Breakdown of standard volume sales by car line
Sales and profits used in comparison of actual and forecasted profits with profit objective at actual and standard volume.
Controller's Office-Automotive Manufacturing Operations, Rouge Division-Organization charts
Procedure No. 37 Profit Budget (7-25-1950)
Standard Labor at Standard Volume reports (by car & models)
Development of Income statements by Burden Center
Interdivisional Purchasing agreement (6-27-1950)
Scrap market prices (May 1950 - Jan 1951)
Mark up studies
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6 Practical Plant Capacity
   Rearrangement-Centralization, Cold Heading Operations

7 Miscellaneous Work Sheets
   Preparation of Annual Forecast, forms
   Burden Center listing
   Comparison of Freight Cost-Mercury Trans
   Freight Costs - Mercury gas tank
   Standard index volumes
   Schedule A & B Financial review

8 Four Months Forecasts Feb. - Sept.
   Osalids for preparation of Four Month forecasts

9 Annual Forecast - 5275 Cold Heading
   - 5285 Frame
   - 6100, 6299 Foundries
   - 6300 Casting Machine
   - 6400 Glass
   - 6500 Motor
   - 6588 Radiator
   - 5290 Front Axle
   - 6800 Pressed Steel
   - 6900 Gear & Axle
   - 7085 Plastics
   - 7000 Machining (Plastics)
   - 7200 Tool & Die
   - 8200 Paper Plant
   - 8268 Special Oils

10 Working papers

11 Working papers